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The Travel through the Landscape of your Face - FaceIT!   

  Imagine the World Through the Eyes of an Amazon Native
How would a native    of the Amazon Jungle react, if your mobile phone, to him perhaps a

strange brick-stone-like    object is ringing and you tell him, that it's your mother ringing you up?
 And what about those weird creatures living in that box with the window in front,    that you and
I would know to be a TV?
 Certainly the good fellow would at least be a bit surprised ... But it's even    more probable, that
he would be afraid! 
 Well, in his world the one and only possible explanation for this phenomenon    would be
sophisticated magic.

  
Playing the Ostrich-Game
We    are living in a progressive civilisation and are used to talking on mobile phones    while

travelling , watching TV and filling dish washers with    dirty plates and glasses.
 While this has become part of our everyday life, the wisdom and rituals of other    or even
ancient cultures often make people shake their heads in disbelief. 
 These things don't fit any longer in this modern world, do they?  

Getting Rid of the Cobwebs of Time
Why not? Now is the time    to become open for those things and experiences, that cannot be

explained with    the limited capacity of a human brain, but nevertheless can be useful for us.
 To drive a car, a driving licence is required, but you don't have to be familiar    with all the
technical details of the engine, do you?

Modules of Wisdom in    a Toolkit
It is my vision to simplify the    essentials of esoteric systems (e.g. tarot, astrology, numerology)

and pack    them into a modular system, which can be used by everyone after a little instruction.
 Each module works stand-alone, but can also be combined with others.
 It is up to you to choose from the modules and decide the "speed of your    travel&quot. You
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will decide, whether you want to use further modules or even    want to get deeper into the
subjects on a theoretical level.   
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